
 
 

 
VHS DIGITIZATION WORKSTATION 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This guide identifies, explains, and provides recommendations for the equipment 
needed to assemble a VHS cassette digitization station. 
 
There are several components required for a VHS digitization station, and their 
configuration can vary with budget, digitization standards, project needs, equipment 
availability, and other considerations. The components are a VHS cassette deck, a 
video capture device, a time base corrector (may be integrated into some video capture 
devices), video capture software, video editing software, and a dedicated computer. 
 
For more information about video digitization, view related items connected to this 
resource on the Sustainable Heritage Network in the “Film and Video” category.  

● VHS Digitization: Workflow 
● VHS Digitization: Best Practices and Training 

 
VHS CASSETTE DECK 

There are very few manufacturers that produce new VHS cassette decks, and they may 
need to be special ordered through distributors. Good quality refurbished or second 
hand  decks are viable alternatives, provided they are inspected, cleaned, and serviced 
prior to use.  
 
Where possible, a VHS cassette deck with S-Video out is recommended. S-Video will 
produce a slightly better quality transfer than composite, even for standard VHS tapes. 
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VIDEO CAPTURE DEVICE 

Video capture devices connect the video player (in this case, a VHS cassette deck) to 
the computer and convert the analog signal from the player into a digital format that can 
be read by and stored on a computer. Video capture devices come in two form factors, 
including PCIe cards installed in a computer, and external devices that connect to the 
computer via USB or another standard. 
 
When selecting a video capture device make sure it meets the specifications for your 
archival masters in terms of frame size and picture and audio quality.  
 

● Elgato video capture 
○ https://www.elgato.com/en/video/video-capture  
○ Available at B&H $79.22 (2016-05-08) 
○ External, USB connected 
○ Composite, S-Video, and SCART inputs 
○ No built-in time base corrector 
○ Only converts to MPEG4 (H.264) 
○ Extremely limited settings and output controls 
○ Requires use of bundled capture software 
○ Supports NTSC, PAL, SECAM, PAL/60 videos 
○ Inexpensive 

 
● BlackMagic Design Intensity Pro 4K video capture card 

○ https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/intensitypro4k 
○ Available at B&H $189.05 (2016-05-08) 
○ PCIe mounted card 
○ Requires installation in a PC 
○ Composite, component, and HDMI inputs 
○ Built-in time base corrector of unknown quality 
○ Supports NTSC and PAL videos 
○ Requires use of bundled capture software 
○ Reported software and hardware compatibility issues 
○ Also available as an external “shuttle” model with no built-in time base 

corrector 
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● Osprey 260e 
○ https://www.ospreyvideo.com/index.php/products/capture-cards/analog-se

ries  
○ Available at B&H $510.00 (2016-05-26) 
○ PCIe mounted card 
○ Requires installation in a PC 
○ Composite, component, and S-Video inputs 
○ No built-in time base corrector 
○ Supports NTSC and PAL videos 

 
 
EXTERNAL TIME BASE CORRECTOR 

A time base corrector buffers and corrects the signal coming from analog video tapes, 
and is necessary for quality transfers. Some VHS cassette decks (especially broadcast 
quality units) and video capture cards have time base correctors built-in, otherwise, an 
external time base corrector should be used. Refer to the technical specifications of 
your other equipment to determine if an external time base corrector is required. 
 

● AV Toolbox AVT-8710 Multi-Standard Time Base Corrector 
○ https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/276891-REG/AV_Toolbox_AVT_

8710_AVT_8710_Multi_Standard_Time_Base.html  
○ Available new 
○ Composite and S-Video input 

 
● Leitch DPS-475 

○ http://www.broadcaststore.com/store/prod_detail.cfm?eq_id=507287 
○ Only available used (prices vary wildly) 
○ Component, composite, and S-Video input 

 
VIDEO CAPTURE SOFTWARE 

Video capture software is required to complete the capture process and export the 
video in a playable format. Once the video file is captured, it can be reformatted and 
edited as needed - often using a separate video editing software. Less expensive video 
capture devices (such as the Blackmagic and elgato above) are often only compatible 
with the video capture software bundled with the device. More expensive devices may 
be compatible with a wider range of software. 
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● BlackMagic Media Express 
○ https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/intensity/mediaexpress 
○ Bundled with BlackMagic Design Intensity Pro 4K capture cards 
○ Only for use with BlackMagic video capture devices 
○ Only captures video, no editing options. 

 
● Adobe Premiere Pro 

○ http://www.adobe.com/products/premiere.html 
○ Available only under monthly or annual license 
○ Compatibility depends on video capture device 

 
● Final Cut Pro X 

○ https://www.apple.com/final-cut-pro/  
○ macOS only 
○ Compatibility depends on video capture device 

 
VIDEO EDITING SOFTWARE 

Video editing software is necessary to make minor edits to your digitized video and 
create access copies. Edits may include increasing or decreasing audio, splitting tapes 
containing multiple videos, and branding your videos. 
 

● Adobe Premiere Pro 
○ http://www.adobe.com/products/premiere.html 
○ Available only under monthly or annual license 
○ Professional grade software, full suite of video editing tools 
○ May be challenging for new users 
○ Tutorials and resources widely available 

 
● Adobe Premiere Elements 

○ http://www.adobe.com/products/premiere-elements.html 
○ Available as a single purchase (non-licensed) 
○ Limited suite of editing tools (sufficient for basic editing, not full video 

production) 
○ Easier to learn than Adobe Premiere Pro 
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● Final Cut Pro X 
○ https://www.apple.com/final-cut-pro/ 
○ Single purchase (non-licensed) 
○ Professional grade software, full suite of video editing tools 
○ May be challenging for new users 
○ macOS only 

 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPUTERS 

A computer is required to capture, edit, and store the video files output by the video 
capture device. See below for minimum system specifications for basic video capture 
and editing. More resource-intensive work may require higher-specification equipment. 
Conducting any other work on a computer while it is capturing or exporting video is 
strongly discouraged, as it can introduce errors or artifacts into the video file. The 
specifications below are conservative minimums, and do not include other peripherals 
such as monitor, keyboard, etc 
 

● 500GB to 1TB internal storage. If possible, split between SSD and HDD. 
● 16GB RAM 
● 2GHz processor 
● Intel i5 or i7 64 bit processor 
● PCIe expansion slot, if using a PCIe video capture card 
● USB (3.0), Firewire, or Thunderbolt ports as needed for you equipment 

 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

● http://www.digitalfaq.com/guides/video/capture-playback-hardware.htm  
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